PRESS RELEASE
VICTORY ANGEL FILMS ANNOUNCES THEIR MARKET LINE
UP AT THE 2011 AMERICAN FILM MARKET Suite B314
Victory Angel Films is proud to unveil over twenty movies in the line‐up
along with a guest star appearance from William Katt of “Sweetwater”,
(Greatest American Hero, Carrie, and House).
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
“Sweetwater” is a heart felt drama directed by Brian Skiba (Dirty Little Trick, 2011
Filmmaker of the year‐Phoenix Film Festival). The story of two childhood friends
who have grown apart and are suddenly thrust back into each other’s lives when a
parent develops cancer. They join forces to find the cure but soon realize their lives
are danger if they expose the truth. This film is supported by an all‐star cast
including William Katt (Greatest American Hero, Carrie, House), Dean Cain (Lois &
Clark: The New Adventures of Superman, Out of Time, Ripley’s Believe It or Not) and
John Savage (The Deer Hunter, The Godfather: Part III, Fringe).
Victory Angel Films is introducing their thriller‐ science fiction “Crushed Velvet”
directed by Brian Skiba. Dusty Velvet’s husband has been "taken" for service in the
national armed forces. The only way to get him back is to "buy" him back from the
military for $500,000. A new reality "game show" is on the air offering $1M for the
contestants who can last sixty days in a solitary confinement chamber with nothing
but a bed, table and toilet. However, after a long period in darkness and isolation,
things suddenly take a horrid turn for the worse in this tale from the darker side of
reality.
Directed by Brian Skiba and produced by Michael Z. Gordon, “Snuff” is a
documentary style thriller. A film crew follows the story of a young girl who is
trying to get in to the film industry via soft‐porn film. However, after discovering the
contents of the screenplay, the film crew comes to realize that this is no ordinary
film and in fact, it could lead to horrific consequences.
The Thriller “R. E. M.” directed by Dominic Ross is yet another release by Victory
Angel Films. Ariel fears that the stress of her job is the cause of her terrifying
dreams. Her fears become reality when she begins to have nightmares of the vicious
murders of her co‐workers. As the police become suspicious of her, Ariel must find
out who the real killer is or become a victim herself.
In “R. E. M. 2”, Ariel's younger sister Julia, develops the same psychic ability to see
the actions of a serial killer in her dreams. A villified Detective tries to repair her

reputation by joining forces with Julia. Little do they know, they are both in danger
of becoming the next victims.
“Horor” directed by Dominic Ross is a horror film. Attempting to finish a
screenplay, a screenwriter sequesters himself in a cabin in the woods. When the
backwoods locals start to disappear, the screenwriter suspects that a murderer is on
the loose.
Victory Angel Films is releasing a mockumentary/family comedy “More Than
Frybread” directed by Holt Hamilton. The First Annual State of Arizona Frybread
Championship, sponsored by the World Wide Frybread Association, is holding the
first ever state frybread competition. Five contestants allow a small documentary
team to follow them as they travel the frybread road to the state finals. Victory Angel
Films will be showcasing four other titles that highlight authentic Native‐American
culture.
Directed and produced by Craig McMahon, “The Crypt” is an exciting horror film
from the makers of the Machined franchise and SportKill. Six young criminals break
into hidden catacombs underneath their town and attempt to steal jewelry buried
from the "Great Depression" only to find inhabitants guarding the precious
belongings. After being trapped in this dark maze of crypts the group tries to escape
alive. With a multi‐cultural cast and strong female leads, this title is perfect for an
international audience.
“Reborn” is a horror directed and produced by Craig McMahon. A couple moves
onto a property in Arizona that used to be a torture ground owned by a serial killer.
He soon rises for one more round of terror.
Victory Angel Films will be showcasing over 20 films at the American Film Market in
Santa Monica, CA from Nov 2nd through Nov 9th In the Lowe’s Hotel Office #B314.
For more information on Victory Angel Films, please visit
http://www.victoryangelfilms.com or call (818)456‐2922

